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How It Works
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The Doran tire pressure monitoring system includes a display mounted in the
cabin that continuously monitors tire pressure and temperature data received
through radio frequency signals transmitted from wireless sensors that are
mounted in place of the valve stem caps on each tire.



Heavy Duty 
Large Bore OTR 

Tire Pressure 
Sensor

 The Doran 360OTR™ tire pressure sensors (#3607) are manufactured
specifically to perform reliably on OTR tires with rim conditioner.

 In addition, to the nylon housing material and spin welded cap, the
internal components are encapsulated in potting material to protect
against damage from impact, vibration and extreme thermal changes.
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 Each of the components of the FCC approved and Doran OTR tire
pressure sensor has been successfully tested to SAE standards for
temperature, vibration and chemical/water resistance at an independent
a2La accredited testing facility

 The improved lithium-ion battery design in the sensors 
provides an estimated life of 3-5 years



Real-Time 
Pressure Alerts

The display creates the following visual and audible alerts when problems with 
the tire pressure develop including:

Green Means Good™
When the green LED light is illuminated on the monitor, all of the tires are 
inflated to within 12.5% of the programmed baseline tire pressures.

Level I low pressure warning: initiated when a 12.5% drop from the 
programmed baseline tire pressure occurs

 Level II low pressure warning: activated with a 25% drop from the   
programmed baseline tire pressure

 High pressure alarm (optional): can be set to provide warnings with a 25% 
increase over the programmed baseline tire pressure
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 A built-in high temperature alarm will be activated at 248ºF to provide 
warnings for excessive heat that can identify other potential wheel problems 
and protect the sensor

 An optional “sleep mode” setting (patent pending) will continue to monitor 
the tire pressures while the ignition is turned off and silence the alarm until 
the ignition is turned back on

Additional 
Features
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Benefits 
 Tire life is increased and tire related repair and maintenance costs 

decrease when optimum tire pressures are maintained

 Maintaining proper tire inflation maximizes tread life and allows casings 
to be re-capped multiple times

 Real-time tire pressure alerts help to prevent on-highway catastrophic 
tire failures which avoids accidents , reduces expensive road calls and 
minimizes down time

 Eliminates the potential errors, time and labor costs to manually check 
tire pressures 

 The system works just as well with traditional dual-tire configurations 
and single tire applications

 There are no additional software requirements or monthly maintenance 
fees

 The system can deliver an estimated return on investment* in as little 
as nine months per truck
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ROI Calculator



Installation 
Pictures

Model: DORAN 360HD 



Installation 
Pictures

Home

Model: DORAN 360 OTR
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